SpearMex Expeditions:
DISCOVER SPEARFISHING
Experience fishing like never before. Become one with the ocean and take snorkeling to a whole
new level. This expedition is perfect for the whole family or a group of friends who are looking to
discover the exciting sport of underwater fishing. Spearfishing is the most selective and eco-friendly
method of fishing, that why we are proud to share our knowledge of the sport and take you on an
adventure that you will never forget.
- Departures at 9 am and 2 pm
- 3-hour adventure
- Professional Instructors
- Full RIFFE gear provided
- Amenities and photos
- Fish cleaning and packing to take your catch home
SPEARFISHING INSHORE
Punta Mita’s great underwater structures and reefs are the perfect ground to practice spearfishing
within minutes from our headquarters. This expedition is for spearos with previous experience
guided by professional spearfishermen to assure a fun/safe and challenging hunting session.
- Departures at 8 am and 2 pm
- 4-hour adventure
- Professional Instructors
- Full RIFFE gear provided
- Amenities and photos
- Fish cleaning and packing to take your catch home
- Water temp: Summer 80-90°F/ 27-32°C - Winter 68-79°F/ 20-26°C
- Species:Cubera Snapper, Almaco Jack, Grouper, Spanish Mackerel,African Pompano and more.

BLUE WATER HUNTING
The offshore structures located 16 to 30 miles out of Punta Mita are renowned as some of the best
locations for blue water hunting in the world. This expedition is the perfect opportunity to look for a
trophy Yellowfin Tuna and hunt for other large pelagics like Wahoo, Snappers and Mahi-mahi. This
is our highlight signature experience led by professional diver and RIFFE team member Sebastian
Melani who will share all his local knowledge after 15 years hunting this waters, assuring an extra
edge in your spearfishing experience.
- Departures before sunrise for the morning bite and noon for the evening session
- 8-hour adventure
- Professional Instructors
- Full RIFFE gear provided
- Amenities and photos
- Fish cleaning and packing to take your catch home
INSHORE FISHING
This adventure is the perfect option for families looking to have a fun day at sea with a friendly
approach to fishing as well as for experienced fisherman targeting trophy fish that lives in this
waters. The abundance of reefs and underwater structures around the Punta Mita creates the
perfect ground to practice any art of fishing like trolling, jigging, casting or live baiting. With great
catches all year round the main species targeted are Mahi-mahi, Roosterfish, Snappers, African
Pompano, Mackerels and Jacks.
- Departures at 8 am and 2 pm
- 4-hour adventure
- Professional fishing guides
- High quality gear provided
- Amenities/ Lunch on board and photos
- Fish cleaning and packing to take your catch home
BIG GAME FISHING
Home to over 50 years of international fishing tournaments and countless world records, the Punta
Mita area is renowned as one of the world's best fishing grounds. The abundant population of game

fish found in this geographically, unique area gives it its unshakable reputation where serious
anglers will meet during the top season. Dedicate a full day offshore where Yellowfin Tuna, Black
and Blue Marlin, Sailfish, Cubera Snapper and Mahi-Mahi await you. Our fleet of boats is fully
equiped for kite fishing, jigging and popping tackle and heavier gear if trolling, lures is your
preference.
- Departures at 5/7am depending on the season
- 8-hour adventure
- Professional fishing guides
- High-quality gear provided
- Amenities/ Lunch on board and photos
- Fish cleaning and packing to take your catch home
DISCOVER FREEDIVING
Experience the feeling of being one with the ocean while freediving and enjoy an amazing
experience discovering the underwater wonders surrounded by tropical fish and larger marine life
such as sea turtles, mantas and dolphins. Learn the basic techniques of the purest way of diving and
reach a comfortable depth of 30 feet in just a single breath. This international certification by SSI is
guided by professional freediving instructors including the best photos and HD videos of your first
free dive!
- 3-hour adventure
- Professional freediving instructors
- High quality dive gear provided
- UW photos
FREEDIVING LEVEL 1
The introduction to the purest form of diving. Learn proper breathing techniques, familiarize yourself
with diaphragm breathing and take a deep breath like you never have before. In the SSI level 1
Freediving course you acquire the proper skills and knowledge to participate in Freediving to depths
of 60 ft. (20 meters) in the most relaxed and safest manner possible. You will develop the skills
necessary to train your body to be more efficient with breath-holding, gain better respiration and
muscle flexibility and learn new skills to take your Freediving to the next level.
- 2 Full day course

- Professional freediving instructors
- High-quality dive gear provided
- Amenities/Lunch on board
- UW photos
FREEDIVING LEVEL 2
Level 2 Freediving will equip you with further knowledge of the mammalian diving reflex and how to
initiate the best response for Freediving. You will learn new advanced equalization techniques and
apnea training methods to carry you past 60 ft. (20 meters) and develop the skills necessary to free
dive to depths up to 90 ft. (30meters.)
- 3 Full day course
- Professional freediving instructors
- High-quality dive gear provided
- Amenities/Lunch on board
- UW photos
FREEDIVING LEVEL 3
The apex of the SSI Freediving Program, Level 3, will take you to depths of 120 ft. (40 meters.)
Freediving well below the residual volume of the lungs, this is the specialist deep diving course and
will equip you with the proper knowledge to take you into the deep blue and beyond.
- 4 Full day course
- Professional freediving instructors
- High-quality dive gear provided
- Amenities/Lunch on board
- UW photos
TRAINING-FUN DIVES
Are you looking for some freediving training session in between levels to improve your technique or
just want to meet the wonderful marine life of the area? Then you can join us to our training sessions
and fun dives!

